High Performance Fastening Systems for Use in Wood:
Plasti-Grip® ci Prong Washer and Grip-Deck® ci Screw
For use with Hunter Xci products

PLASTI-GRIP® ci PRONG WASHER

APPLICATIONS
• 1-¾" plastic washer with keyholes
• Flexible perimeter reduces tearing
• Use to attach insulation over a primary air and weather barrier
• Recommended fastener spacing of 16" x 16"
• Pre-spotting prongs for easy “on-the-wall” screw assembly
• Compress washer until flat. Do not overdrive.

GRIp-DECK® ci SCREW

APPLICATIONS
• HiLo threads for wood studs
• Exterior ceramic coating for corrosion resistance
• Lengths available from 1-5/8" – 6"

For more information on all Hunter Xci products, visit hunterpanels.com.